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(1\+f SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY

BSc Examination [Semester: V]

Subiech Physics Course: USOSCPHYZ2

Mathematical Methods

Time: 03.00 pm to 05.00 pmDate= 24-LL-2 1, Wednesday

INSTRUCTIONS:
1 Attempt all questions.
2 The symbols have their usual meaning.
3 Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q-l Multiple Choice Questions: [Attempt alll 10

(i) The curvilinear coordinate system will be orthogonal if the 

- 

of two perpendicular

vectors is zero.

(a) Summation

[c) Multiplication

(ii) For curvilinear coordinat.r 9 * 4 =dv Aw

SEAT No,- No.

(b) Dot product

idl Cross product
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(iii) 

-is 

true for Legendre's equation.

(a) k=n- 1 ork=-n-7
(c) k=n*1ork=-n*I

(iv) For Hermite's function, He(r) =_.
(a) -z

(cl o

(v) Eigen value of the vibrating string is _.
(al ln =T
(c) 7n =T

(a) i(an* a-n)
(c) t(a" - a-n)

(vii) Fourier equation ofheat flow is

(al *= n'v'u

tc) #=n'v'u
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k=nork=-n
k=nork=-n*L
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(vi) The coefficients a,, for a Fourier series of a periodic function f (x) in [- *, *] is _.

(bl 
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(b) (an+ a-n)
(dl (a,- a-n)

(bl #= n'vu

(dl # = n'vu
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(viii) In the Simpson', f'o.rl., we have to use two subintervals of 

- 

width.

(a) Equal

(cl Different

(ix) The forward difference operator A defined as 

-'
[a) LYt = Yt - tt-t
(c) art = !i+t - li

(b) Opposite

(d) None ofthese

tb) aYi = !t-t - ti
td) Lyt = Yt - !t+t

tb) Extrapolation

(d) Curve fitting

(x) ,,The best representative curve to the given set ofthe observed data or observations is

one for which E, the sum of the squares of the residuals, is minimum". This concept is

known as the 

-.
(a) Interpolation

(c) Principle ofleast squares

Q-2 State True or False. [Attempt all]

(1) For the spherical polar coordinate system, the unit vectors are ar,€s and a6.

(21 Forcylindrical coordinates dsz = drz +rzdez * dzz.

(3) p,,(p) is the coefficien t of JnQt) in the expansion of (1 - 21th + 1rz1-L/2.

(4) Legendre's differential equation is given by (1 - ,r# - ,*#+ n(n * 1)y = o'

(5) The phase angle is given by 6" = un (fr).

(6) The rms or effective value of the function / over a period z is given by fi =1fi ftOVt'
(7) The shift operator E is defined as Ef(x) = f(x + h)'

(S) ! = exz * bx * c be the equation of parabola.

Q-3 Answer the following questions in short. (Attempt any ten)

{1) Write down Laplacian in terms of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.

(21 lfu=2x*1, u -3y-I, vt = z*2,showthatu,v,w areorthogonal.

(3) Write equivalent expressions for gradient and divergence in terms of rectangular

coordinates.

Showthat: P*(-tt) = (-1)" PnQt).

For Bessel's function, prove that: xl"(x) = -n J"(x) * xJ"-{x)'

Show that: ZnHna(x) = HL@)
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(7)

(B)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Write one dimensional wave equation.

Write telegraphy equation.

write sine series for /(r) when 0 < r < n. (Note; derivation is not requiredJ

Define interpolation.

Derive an equivalent equation of a straight line for y = aeb'c.

For a shift operator E, show that V= E" .

Q.4 Long Answer Questions. (Attempt any four) gz

,-'ll Derive expression of gradient in terms of orthogonal curvilinear system.

(Z) Prove that the product ofsets oftwo triads ofmutually orthogonal vectors are reciprocal

to each other.

(3) Derive the series solution of Legendre differential equation in the form of descending

power ofx.

(4) State and Derive the Rodrigue's formula.

(5) Write the Fourier series for a periodic function/(x) defined in the interval[-n, rf.
Derive the coefficients as, a.nand b,rof the series.

(6) Obtain the Fourier series for a function f (x) = xsiw, inthe interval -n < x < Tt.

Deducethat:3=1+a- t +4 2 1.3 3.5 5.7

(7) using Lagrange's interpolation formula, evaluate /(5) from the given data.

y = f(x) -3 030
(B) using Simpson's L/3 rule find the approximate value ory = ffiaraydividing the

range of integration into six equal parts. what is the analytical value of y = I{ sinx ax.
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